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Template Emails - Motion MN22-4 - Regina City Council

These template emails have been prepared by Ivy + Dean Consulting, a full service consulting
firm that supports community-based organizations through a queer-inclusive and equity-minded
approach.

DRAFT EMAIL FOR ALLIES:

Hello Councillor [name],

I’m emailing you today to ask that you support the Motion MN22-4 being debated on June 15th
2022. As you might know already, June is Pride month in the City of Regina, and this motion is
an important step towards building a more inclusive city for 2SLGBTQIAP+ people.

I believe that 2SLGBTQIAP+ people in our city deserve to feel safe and included, but
unfortunately that is not the reality for all. Asking our City Administration to prepare a report that
explores possibilities for better supporting 2SLGBTQIAP+ people is a great start to address this
reality.

I am particularly interested in the sections of the motion that make reference to [insert portion of
motion], because [insert rationale here]. [Share story or anecdote about why this is important to
you.]

Many cities across Canada are already implementing meaningful actions to address inequality
in their communities, and it would be great to see our city do this too.

Sincerely,

[Name]
Ward [#]
Regina, SK
Email
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DRAFT EMAIL FOR 2SLGBTQIAP+ PEOPLE:

Hello Councillor [name],

I’m emailing you today, as a member of the 2SLGBTQIAP+ community, to ask that you support
the Motion MN22-4 being debated on June 15th 2022. As you might know already, June is Pride
month in the City of Regina, and this motion is an important step towards building a more
inclusive city for myself and members of my community.

As a member of the 2SLGBTQIAP+ community in the City of Regina, I have personally felt
[share personal connection/feeling here].

Asking our City Administration to prepare a report that explores possibilities for better supporting
2SLGBTQIAP+ people is a great start to address this reality.

I am particularly interested in sections of the motion that make reference to [insert portion of the
motion] because [insert rationale or personal perspective/experience].
Many cities across Canada are already implementing meaningful actions to address inequality
in their communities, and it would be great to see our city do this too.

Sincerely,

[Name]
Ward [#]
Regina, SK
Email


